The violence of settler imperialism – and why the concept of coloniality cannot grasp it
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1. Introduction

On 20 April 2023 I am sitting in the library of All Souls College at the University of Oxford, watching the Unlock the Chains Collective’s performance ‘Still Breathing’, which is part of the project ‘Finding Our Way: Space, Reclamation, and the African Caribbean Experience in Oxford’.1 ‘Still breathing’ refers to the last words ‘I can’t breathe’ by George Floyd, who was brutally murdered by Minneapolis police in 2020. As the Black performers climb up the pedestal of the infamous statue of Christopher Codrington; dancing, singing, and, indeed, breathing, I am pondering how far we have come. Codrington, who was an All Souls Fellow and funder of the library, had his wealth largely derived from his family’s slaveholding plantations in the Caribbean. Is it a sign of progress that now even All Souls, one of the wealthiest and most prestigious Oxford Colleges, is finally starting to address its legacy?

On its website the College declares that it has started to take ‘several steps to address the problematic nature of the Codrington legacy’: erecting a memorial plaque, funding graduate studentships at the University of Oxford for Caribbean students, and projecting the names of those enslaved by the Codrington family onto his statue in the library.2 However, does this amount to more than a moral gesture if it leaves the fundamental structures of privilege and entitlement that the College represents intact? As one of the organisers said, ‘these studentships will go to the children of lawyers and doctors – what about the children of Caribbean descent here in Oxford, who live on the estates in Blackbird Leys?’

This is a good examples for the state of contemporary public debate about how to address legacies of colonialism and slavery, in the UK and beyond. While there are ever more initiatives attempting to research, create awareness, and put right past injustices (with these initiatives facing increasing backlash
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as well), there is so far little evidence that it is making an actual difference with regard to ongoing structural racism, violence and inequality. For this to happen, the wrongdoings of the past and their continuities today need to be grasped and addressed in all of their (interconnected) dimensions.

The concept of ‘coloniality’ seems to offer the right tool for such an all-encompassing understanding and analysis, and it might be for that reason that it is now increasingly used in the social sciences. Similar to what is going on in the public realm, academia also attempts to come to terms with colonial legacies. Ánibal Quijano uses the term ‘coloniality’ to describe the continuities of global colonial rationalities and practices. ‘Coloniality’ names a system of capitalist-colonial expansion that started in the 15th century with the conquering of the Americas, relying on the creation of an exploitative global division of labour. This division of labour was based on and justified through the establishment of a sociocultural, racialised hierarchy, and went along with the suppression of any non-capitalist/non-European ways to know and live, on the basis of the project of ‘modernity’ at large. ‘Coloniality’, according to Quijano, has not ended, like formal colonialism did – it brought the world as we know it into being, and continues to hold it in its thrall.\(^3\)

Because coloniality makes sense of past and ongoing oppression in global terms, it seems a particularly apt concept for International Relations (IR), which, after all, is interested in understanding the nature of global power. It might be for this reason that there is now an ever-expanding body of IR literature that uses the term, ranging from simply using coloniality as a non-distinct descriptor of global colonial relations, to be used in place of or in addition to terms such as ‘race’, ‘colonialism’, ‘raciality’, ‘slavery’, or ‘Eurocentrism’, to those scholars who situate themselves strongly in the Latin American decolonial tradition (sometimes even explicitly identifying themselves as ‘decolonial’ scholars).\(^4\)

However, even when coloniality is used in a manner that demonstrates strong understanding of its intellectual legacy, its suitability as a ‘catch-all’ concept that can describe our global condition at large is rarely interrogated. As Karen Tucker argues, there is a danger that coloniality becomes a way to describe ‘systems of oppression and domination’ as ‘uniform’ and ‘unitary’, at the expense of conducting ‘close, detailed analysis of the dispersed practices that produce racialized hierarchies and erasures.’\(^5\) In this article I aim to demonstrate that this tendency to describe colonial oppression as unitary and homogenous is inherent in the way that the concept was designed by Quijano, and then further consolidated by other decolonial scholars who became key reference points in IR. As I will show, this has problematic consequences, not only for understanding the nature of colonial oppression, but also for the resistance against it. Coloniality is grounded in particular assumptions that not only render certain colonial violences invisible, but are even in danger of reinforcing those violences.

One example is the colonialism that characterises settler states, which will be the particular focus of this article. In the next section of this article, I will read first of all Quijano (and Wallerstein), but then also Walter D. Mignolo and Nelson Maldonado-Torres through the lens of settler colonial theory and Indigenous writings on settler colonialism. This in-depth exegesis will demonstrate that the concept of coloniality divides the world into spatial and temporal binaries, in particular the (global) North vs. South,

\(^4\) See section 3 for citations.
and past (finished) formal colonialism vs. ongoing coloniality, which conceal settler colonial violences that criss-cross these binaries. Moreover, it invisibilises particular forms of anti-colonial resistance: the ongoing struggle of Indigenous peoples in settler states for their (political) sovereignty and (related) return of their lands. In order to not reinforce the North/South binary myself, this article will address settler colonialism in the North AND South, thereby pushing against the more common associations of settler colonialism with the ‘Northern’ Anglo-states. Given that decolonial thought focuses in particular on the Americas (as the geographical area from which coloniality emerged), my focus will likewise be there, including Latin America. I do not want to do away with binaries altogether – as I will demonstrate, the ‘North’ and the ‘South’ of the Americas (or better, ‘North America’ and ‘Latin America) have emerged into the contemporary world holding different structural positions, which is clear even when the analysis is taking place through a settler colonial lens. But, as I will show, there are other concepts that are better equipped to capture the global dimensions of settler colonial violences.

In order to not reinforce the North/South binary myself, this article will address settler colonialism in the North AND South, thereby pushing against the more common associations of settler colonialism with the ‘Northern’ Anglo-states. Given that decolonial thought focuses in particular on the Americas (as the geographical area from which coloniality emerged), my focus will likewise be there, including Latin America. I do not want to do away with binaries altogether – as I will demonstrate, the ‘North’ and the ‘South’ of the Americas (or better, ‘North America’ and ‘Latin America) have emerged into the contemporary world holding different structural positions, which is clear even when the analysis is taking place through a settler colonial lens. But, as I will show, there are other concepts that are better equipped to capture the global dimensions of settler colonial violences.

In section three, I will elaborate on how identified problems have impacted on the use of coloniality in IR, and why this matters. The fourth section will then move to a discussion of alternative concepts. For this, I will turn to the work of Chickasaw scholar Jodi Byrd, who develops the concept of ‘transit’ to make sense not just of past and present US settler colonialism, but of what Byrd calls US ‘settler imperialism’. As Byrd demonstrates, the US imperial endeavour, past and present, fundamentally relies on the constant (settler colonial) transit of Indigenous lives. This, I will show, enables us to see and understand the ongoing workings of settler colonialism in the world at large. However, as I will also argue, Byrd’s work remains US-centric: it understands US imperialism as something that has been formed internally through settler colonial processes to then expand outwards. I will therefore complement her work and concepts with insights that have emerged from scholars who apply a settler colonial lens to Latin America. Due to the specificity of how settler colonialism has emerged in Latin American states such as Argentina and Brazil, this work helps us to situate settler imperialism ‘within wider frameworks of global hierarchies’. In section four, I will also briefly draw on radical Black thought, in particular the work of Tiffany L. King, to contemplate the way that different oppressed groups relate to each other under settler imperial conditions, and what this means for decolonisation and liberation.

In the conclusion, I will turn to the specific consequences this has (or should have) for decolonising IR. The concepts of settler imperialism and transit enable us to shift our focus to how the ‘settler colonial imperative of dispossession/extraction/elimination’, maintained through the ongoing transit of Indigenous lives, continues to be a ‘structuring force’ in global relations. This requires that more
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attention be paid to the significance of the return of land and (relatedly) the need for Indigenous sovereignty – beyond Westphalian notions of the latter. Apart from shifting our understanding on what needs to be done in order to decolonise in practice, this should also lead to a reconfiguration of central concepts of the discipline: the state, sovereignty, territory.

2. ‘[U.S.] Indians...were not colonized’: Ánibal Quijano’s history of ‘the Americas’

2.1 ‘Iberian’ versus ‘British’ colonialism? Invisibilising settler colonial strategies

In 1992 Quijano and Wallerstein aim to demonstrate how and why, in the history of the Americas, the US became a ‘hegemonic power’ and the Latin American South ‘peripheralized’. They locate this divergence in the 18th century, resulting from differences between ‘Iberian’ and ‘British’ colonialism. An essential feature was the different attitude that the respective colonisers displayed towards Indigenous inhabitants. The British ‘constituted themselves initially as European-societies-outside of Europe, whereas the Iberian colonies were societies of European and Native Americans’. The British ‘called the Native American societies “nations”’. They treated them as ‘outside’ (albeit ‘subordinate’) entities, and finally ‘preferred to exterminate rather than to colonize’ them. By contrast, '[t]he Iberians' went on to conquer, initially destroy, but then also, importantly, ‘enslave[...] Native American societies’, in order to use them as ‘discardable labour power.’

These quotes indicate that for Quijano and Wallerstein, elimination is not identical to colonisation. Moreover, elimination was, they suggest, only later on the British agenda, while before we had different ‘societies’ (Indigenous and British) existing side by side. In one of his solo-authored articles Quijano spells this out in more detail. He argues that before the American Revolution, the territory that the British settlers occupied was ‘very small. The Indians did not inhabit occupied territory – they were not colonized.’ In other words, ‘Indians were not incorporated into the space of Anglo-American domination.’ It was then only ‘later’ that ‘they were dispossessed of their lands and were almost exterminated. Only then were the survivors imprisoned in North American society as a colonized race.’

This account disregards what settler colonial theorists and Indigenous scholars in settler states have called a defining feature of settler colonialism: that the elimination of Indigenous peoples is a ‘logic’ that is ‘structural’ and continuous through time. The elimination of Indigenous peoples (as peoples rather than as individuals; either through actual physical destruction or strategies of individual assimilation) is necessary and inevitable because the primary settler colonial motive is ‘access to territory’.

Settler colonialism, so Glen Coulthard, has always been and continues to be a ‘sedimented set of hierarchical
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social relations that continue to facilitate the dispossession of Indigenous peoples of their lands and self-determining authority.'

A cursory, selective look at North American history backs this understanding. John G. Reid and Thomas Peace use the example of Wabanakia (today Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont) in the 1760s and 1770s to demonstrate the settler strategy of ‘serial town settlement’, which, among other reasons, led to ‘rapid population growth’. Combined with the effect of epidemics, this led to widespread ‘destruction of Indigenous cultural and physical landscapes’; with formerly Indigenous land (particularly of the Massachusett, Pokanoket and Wampaoag peoples) being ‘transformed into farms, workshops, mills, churches, schools and – in some places – urban space.’ And even though it was of course true that for some time in its history, the US and its British settler predecessor made treaties with Indigenous nations (but by far not with all!), those treaties were, as existing research has exhaustively shown, fraud with problems: from relying on European notions of private property and emphasis on the need for cultivation to the very manner with which these treaties were made – often with anyone who was willing to give land away, without necessarily having had the consent to negotiate. In short, in contrast to what Quijano and Wallerstein maintain, there was never a time of ‘British’ colonialism in the North of what is now known as the Americas that did not rely on the dispossession of land and the elimination of Indigenous peoples.

Indeed, even without this venturing into the specifics of North American settler colonial history, Quijano and Wallerstein’s account begs the question how land could be taken by the British to establish their ‘European-societies-outside-of-Europe’ without at the same time dispossession Indigenous peoples. The very idea that this was possible flies dangerously close to the infamous colonial terra nullius ideology, as it seems to say that there was land that did not belong to anyone prior to the British arrival. As Lorenzo Veracini argues, ‘triumphant settler colonial circumstance’ is one that has ‘ceased being settler colonial’ (in the sense of being visible as such). The problem is that Quijano and Wallerstein, in their outline of the historical divergence of North and Latin America, (unintentionally) confirm this settler colonial rationale.

Quijano and Wallerstein also fail to recognise how settler colonial strategies have decisively impacted on Latin America – albeit mostly after independence and the end of ‘iberian’ colonialism. Indeed, their chronology, which treats both the US and Latin American states as more or less ‘done and dusted’ after independence (in other words, as formally ‘postcolonial’), and being located in different positions in the world system, makes them overlook the similarities between settler colonial strategies in the North of the Americas and at least some states in Latin America after the end of formal colonial rule. As Shannon

17 Note that this was before the period that, for Quijano, constituted the beginning of North American Indigenous elimination.
19 Ibid., 83.
Speed poignantly argues, in Latin America, like in the North, ‘white Europeans came to stay. And stay they did’; ‘fully realizing’ their ‘settler character’ after independence.\(^{21}\) In Argentina, for example, concepts of terra nullius, which were ‘largely absent from the colonial repertoire of oppression in Latin America’, rose to prominence after the end of formal colonial rule, in the early 19\(^{th}\) century, as a way to build a nation in which ‘Indians’ and ‘Afro-Argentines’ became erased.\(^{22}\)

The settler colonial literature on Latin America confirms Quijano’s and Wallerstein’s analysis of the enslavement of Indigenous people, and how this was different from what took place in the North; particularly in the US, which relied on the labour of imported Black slaves. But as the previous example of Argentina demonstrates, colonial strategies of enslavement and elimination are not necessarily mutually exclusive, even under conditions of settler colonialism: Both can be inflicted on Indigenous people. At the same time, as the example of the US makes clear, Indigenous enslavement (for the purpose of labour exploitation) is not intrinsically tied to colonisation, as it is maintained by Quijano and Wallerstein. It is this (false) distinction that makes them argue that colonisation mostly happened to the Indigenous people of Latin America. It also leads Quijano in his later work to maintain that this Indigenous colonisation is similar to the colonisation of Black people in the North, when he argues that the ‘so-called blacks...were not only the most important exploited group’ in Anglo-America, but ‘above all, the most colonized race, since Indians were not part of that colonial society’.\(^{23}\) In sum, Quijano and Wallerstein miss both the settler colonialism that took place in Latin America after independence, and the settler colonial strategies of elimination that took place in the US from the start.

2.2 ‘North’ and ‘South’, ‘past’ and ‘present’: From the Americas to global coloniality

Having explained how the ‘pattern’ of a capitalist world economy had emerged in the Americas, Quijano outlines how the ‘control of global commercial traffic by dominant groups headquartered in the Atlantic zones’, the ‘expansion of commercial traffic’ and the ‘formation of regional markets increasingly integrated and monetarized’ finally led to the constitution of ‘a new geocultural id-entity: Europe – more specifically, Western Europe.’\(^{24}\) For Quijano, this centring of global capitalism in Western Europe could not be explained by the mechanics of capitalism alone, but only through the already-embedded notion of white superiority.\(^{25}\)

It is within this geographical imaginary centred in/around ‘(Western) Europe’ (and later the US) that all other parts of the world find their place. Quijano emphasises that the ones who were most hit by European cultural-economic repression were ‘the Indians of Ibero-America, who were condemned to be an illiterate peasant subculture stripped of their objectified intellectual legacy.’ He argues that ‘something equivalent happened in Africa’, and was somehow ‘less intense in Asia’.\(^{26}\) Similarly, in a later

\(^{21}\) Speed, “Settler Capitalism”, 785.
\(^{23}\) Quijano, ‘Coloniality of Power’, 534.
\(^{24}\) Ibid., 537.
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\(^{26}\) Ibid., 541.
piece, Quijano evokes the by now familiar binary temporal imaginary that goes along with the spatial one. He claims that ‘the Eurocentered colonialism, in the sense of a formal system of political domination by Western European societies over others seems a question of the past.’ The successor of that formal colonialism is ‘Western imperialism’: ‘an association of social interests between the dominant groups (“social classes” and/or “ethnies”) of countries with unequally articulated power, rather than an imposition from the outside.’

Some of this analysis resonates with insights that have emerged from Latin American settler colonial studies. However, a settler colonial lens allows for a deeper and more complex probing of the relations between ‘North’ and ‘South’, both spatially and temporally. From this perspective, (white) Europe had settled in Latin America as it had in the North from the start. In other words, in many cases Latin American elites do not just have close connections with dominant groups in European imperial ‘heartlands’ because of the history of the expansion of global capitalism: They are elites because they are descendants of settlers – in fact, they are the settlers (building on Wolfe’s argument of settler colonialism as a structure and not an event). As Speed points out, in an explicit (if sympathetic) critique of ‘coloniality of power analyses’, if settler colonialism is not addressed ‘as settler’, then the ‘basic premise that the settler has settled and is now from here, rather than acknowledging that there is a state of ongoing occupation, in Latin America as elsewhere in the hemisphere,’ is accepted.

Likewise, Indigenous people(s) were and are eliminated, assimilated and oppressed (albeit in different ways), landing at the bottom of the socio-economic hierarchy, in the North as well as in the South. This is invisible if the US is simply taken to be the dominant centre of a wider imperialist structure that is oriented towards the ‘outside’; dominating and exploiting the Global South. As Byrd argues, normalising distinctions between the ‘internal’ (the ‘domestic’) and the ‘external’ is a central past and ongoing US settler strategy; insofar that it normalises US settler sovereignty and conceals the way the latter’s legitimacy has been questioned for centuries by Indigenous peoples, which continue to understand themselves as outside nations rather than internal ethnic minorities. Despite Quijano’s acknowledgement that coloniality is now transnational and connects dominant social groups across the world, the political legitimacy of the sovereignty of key imperial states such as the US is not questioned.

Now one could argue that Quijano does not ‘own’ decolonial thought – indeed, there have been major developments since his original earlier work on coloniality, and much of this comes from different theoretical and disciplinary perspectives. However, the argument that formal/political ‘colonialism’ is ‘over’ persists. In his seminal book Local Histories/Global Designs, Mignolo, for example, argues that the problem of the concept of colonialism lies in its inherent chronology: for those studying e.g. French colonialism, modernity is assumed to have come before colonialism, while for those studying Latin American colonialism, modernity is assumed to have come after colonialism had ended. By contrast, the concept of ‘coloniality’ makes clear that the latter ‘constitutes modernity’ in the first place, which means ‘we are still living under the same regime.’ Similar to Quijano, what underlies Mignolo’s
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definition of ‘colonialism’ in terms of actual historical periods is one that follows established temporal narratives of political colonialism and decolonisation. ‘[I]n the Americas’, Mignolo points out, ‘colonialism ended toward the first quarter of the nineteenth century’ — it ‘could be removed from the picture after the first (United States, Haiti, and Latin American countries) and second (India, Algeria, Nigeria, etc.) waves of decolonization’. It is this taken-for-granted understanding of ‘colonialism’ that makes it possible to contrast it to coloniality as being ‘alive and well in the current structure of globalization.’

Similarly, Maldonado-Torres confirms that ‘[c]oloniality is different from colonialism and decoloniality is different from decolonization’. The former, he argues, commonly refers to ‘specific empirical episodes of socio-historical and geopolitical conditions’, while ‘decolonization’ refers to ‘past realities or historical episodes that have been superseded by other kind of socio-political and economic regimes.’ Not only does this understanding implicitly confirm that the project of formal, political decolonisation has been ‘complete’, it also fails to recognise that the project of ‘decolonisation’ (understood as moving towards those ‘other kind of socio-political and economic regimes’) might still be considered desirable for Indigenous peoples.

Moreover, ‘coloniality’ and the way it is argued to manifest itself in today’s racialised and sociocultural inequality continues to build on the particular North-South geographical imaginary that I have traced in Quijano’s work. Mignolo (like many other decolonial scholars) acknowledges that we can no longer think about the world in the spatial terms of ‘periphery’ and ‘center’, as the domination of coloniality is now transnational and criss-crosses different societies. However, when concrete examples of ongoing coloniality are given, the North-South imaginary still dominates. For example, in his seminal 2002 article, Mignolo locates the ‘critiques of modernity’ that rely on ‘Western logocentrism’ and ‘Eurocentrism’ in ‘Western Europe’ and ‘the United States’, and contrasts those to the places in which these critiques are not valid: ‘Asia, Africa, or Latin America.’ In a later text Mignolo argues that when it comes to the global North, it is the ‘immigrant consciousness’ that today connects to ‘decoloniality’s point of origination in the Third World’ — in other words, decolonial consciousness in the Global North is to be found among those who have immigrated from the Global South. But as for example the work of Lourdes Gutiérrez Nájera and Korinta Maldonado on the settling of Indigenous Mexicans in California makes clear, immigration from the Global South can also ‘reproduce[…] settler colonial logics of erasure and dispossession’. They analyse in detail how the settling of Indigenous Mexicans in e.g. Los Angeles (the Zapotecs, Mixtecs and Mixes being the most prominent groups) on land from which Native Californians (mostly the Tongva, Chumash and Tataviam) were displaced is celebrated by the city of Los Angeles in the spirit of multiculturalism; a valuing of the former’s culture leading to further invisibilisation of any traces of the latter. This is a concrete example of the complexities of (ongoing)
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colonial violence and elimination that becomes visible through a settler colonial lens; disturbing easy spatial binaries of (subordinated) South and (dominant) North.

2.3 Decolonial visions: Only from Latin America?

Toward the end of Quijano and Wallerstein’s 1992 article, the authors engage with the part of history that, in their argument, led Latin America to become part of the colonised ‘South’ while the US became the global imperial centre. They also engage possible visions for a future beyond coloniality. At the end of the 18th century, they maintain, ‘Ibero-American colonies’ had become ‘stagnating economies, with their social and political patterns in crisis’, while the US had become independent and established ‘a political regime based on a clear hegemonic social order, with a strong state, but also with a civil society having the mechanisms to regulate its relations with state institutions.’ They continue that ‘[t]he creation of the US as a directly capitalist society was the basis there of a utopia of social equality and individual liberty’.  

It would be a mistake to simply read this statement as a critical diagnosis – there is also a note of admiration swinging here, particularly when they argue that, although ‘[t]hese images veiled of course very real social hierarchies and their articulation with power’, they ‘also hindered their legitimation, maintained the space for debate, and offered society the possibility to regulate the power of the state’. In other words, Quijano and Wallerstein do not question the political structures of the final ‘settled’ state of the US – although they recognise the real-existing socioeconomic inequalities. As Quijano explains in 2000, because the Indigenous populations had been exterminated, ‘the new nation-state [of the US] was genuinely representative of the greater part of the population’ and offered, as a result of dispossession, a ‘basic resource of production: land’ in ‘abundance’. Quijano clearly recognises that the ‘coloniality of the new model of power’ lay in “American Indians and blacks’ not ‘hav[ing] a place at all in the control of the resources of production, or in the institutions and mechanisms of public authority’. But the solution of this problem does not lie in questioning the authority and model of the new state as such: instead it becomes about inclusion and having access.

With regard to Latin America, this position is understandable given the overall position of Latin American states in the ‘world system’, and it also resonates with much Latin American Indigenous demand and activism. As Lucy Taylor argues, the state as such (in the sense of questioning its right to sovereignty) is not often a target for Indigenous demands. This, she maintains, is because e.g. in Argentina, strategies of elimination post-independence took place through ‘capitalist enterprise’ rather than ‘the settler state’. Because capitalism/neoliberalism was and continues to be ‘rampant’ in ‘Latin American political formations’ (with less state control than in the Global North, although we now have
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much erosion of state protection there as well), getting access to and transforming the state became a central Indigenous demand and focal point for activism.\(^{45}\) In a similar vein, with regard to Brazil, Desiree Poets points out that, ‘Indigenous peoples position themselves at the interstices of refusal and inclusion to make a claim to and transform, rather than straightforwardly refuse, or accept, the state.’\(^{46}\)

But it is important to recognise that this is often different when it comes to Indigenous activism and demands in the Northern Anglo-settler states. If recognition and reconciliation become central strategies of the settler state, as a way to ‘include’ Indigenous people into the remit of the state and thereby enshrining the latter’s legitimacy (without at the same time making any material concessions, such as giving back land), as is the case with Canada, Indigenous strategies can become straightforwardly about refusal.\(^{47}\) For Quijano and Wallerstein, this is not visible, because the ongoing presence of Indigenous peoples in the North itself is a thing of the past. They argue that Indigenous presence in the Americas today is most significant in Latin America. What Latin America offers (and what North America, by implication, does not) is ‘the persistence of a Native American imagery’ as the ‘basis of a utopia of reciprocity, of social solidarity and of direct democracy.’ By contrast, what the North offers is a functioning state based on ideals of individual liberty and equal citizenship. The final aim is to join ‘these American utopias’ together, ‘to create and offer to the world a specifically all-American utopia’.\(^{48}\)

Through this move, Indigenous people(s) in the North have become doubly eliminated: physically through genocide and assimilation, and now also epistemically (in terms of their possible epistemic contribution). Fallen from view have thereby also alternative visions of decolonisation; particularly those that question the right of states to their sovereignty – however these states might be organised, whether they are authoritarian and/or capitalist, or truly socialist, democratic and/or egalitarian. Indeed, despite aforementioned differences, these more fundamental critiques of the (settler) state can be of value for Indigenous strategies in Latin America, which, as already pointed out, do not often target the state as a problem as such. As Speed argues, settler colonial theory has the ability to show ‘the limitations of addressing the state as it ignores how its structure is grounded in [Indigenous] dispossession/elimination’, which, she says, should be more fully interrogated in Latin America.\(^{49}\)

3. Coloniality and imaginaries of (de-)colonisation in IR

In this section I will interrogate the implications of my previous analysis for the way the concept of coloniality is used in IR, and why it matters. Following Karen Tucker’s excellent overview, approaches in IR that make use of decolonial thought are divided into two strands.\(^{50}\) The objective of the first body of literature is to ‘decolonise’ IR in the sense of bringing to light and dismantling ‘the deep political,
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ontological, and historical foundations of the discipline". This literature often draws on the concept of the ‘coloniality of knowledge’; analysing how the ‘colonial matrix of power’ provides the ‘underlying criteria for classifying ways of knowing’, including what is central to IR: “the international” as an external and observable object.

The second body of literature situated in the decolonial tradition aims ‘to interrogate instances of coloniality in particular political contexts’. This literature has been ever-expanding over the last years, with more and more authors turning to analysis using the concept of coloniality. One recent example are Shine Choi and Catherine Eschle, who want to ‘to take fuller account’ of how ‘the colonial matrix of power...exposes the racialized, gendered and colonial dimensions of nuclear discourses; and casts fresh light on the focus on the material colonial relationships at the heart of the global nuclear order’.

Another example is an article by Mariam Georgis and Riva Gewarges, in which they use the case of Iraq to argue in favour of decolonising economic sanctions in security studies; maintaining that the ‘locus of enunciation’ needs to be shifted from ‘the state to Iraqi people’s suffering’, in order to enable ‘a decolonial re-reading of the sanctions’. Other examples include Michael Merlingen’s interesting work on the coloniality of the Global North war against misinformation, and Robin Dunford’s thoughtful work on food sovereignty and peasant activism.

Apart from these engagements, which use the concept of coloniality from within the intellectual tradition it has emerged from, and explain why and how it has become useful for their interrogation, there is now also an expanding body of literature that brings in coloniality as a non-distinct descriptor, to be used in place of or in addition to terms such as ‘race’, ‘colonialism’, ‘raciality’, ‘slavery’, and even ‘Eurocentrism’ or ‘settler colonialism’. Kwaku Danso and Kwesi Aning, for example, advocate for an ‘alternative discourse’ when it comes to making sense of Africa in IR, ‘debunking entrenched knowledge derived from path dependence, slavery, coloniality or the continuing entrapment in Eurocentrism of scholarly and policy discourses’. Their article provides a powerful intervention in a more mainstream journal in IR, *International Affairs* – but the (probably necessary) generality of their analysis comes at the expense of more detailed conceptual work that would, for example, explain what is to be gained by using the concept of ‘coloniality’, or how the latter hangs together with other concepts and practices such as Eurocentrism or slavery. Similarly, Alison Howell and Melanie Richter-Montpetit talk about the need for critical security studies “to apprehend the raciality and coloniality of contemporary liberal order
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and war, including the postcolonial and settler colonial present.\textsuperscript{58} While there is nothing wrong with this claim, how the different parts of the ‘liberal order’ (coloniality, the postcolonial, and the settler colonial present) are situated in relation to each other remains uninterrogated (which, to be fair, is not the objective of their article).

Last, we now also have a body of literature using the concept of coloniality to make a ‘statement’ about our global colonial condition in need of acknowledgement, rather than a specific tool and method driving the analysis. As I have argued elsewhere together with Lara Montesinos Coleman, here ‘theories of a modern/colonial matrix of power or world history’ become a ‘structural background’ for an analysis that might be situated within different epistemological coordinates.\textsuperscript{59} Marta Íñiguez de Heredia, for example, uses Quijano’s and Grosfoguel’s work to ‘expand[...]' Foucault’s understanding of power and resistance as relational, and of discourses as ‘circular, contradictory and tactical’, to ‘incorporate the fact that the effects of...discourses reach the global-colonial sphere of power – the matrix that since colonisation has constituted a global structure of power’.\textsuperscript{60} Coloniality is here used to frame her ‘more detailed Foucauldian-inflected analysis of discourses’ – but Foucault’s relational conceptualisation of power actually sits at odds with Quijano’s strongly structural, world-system inspired epistemology.\textsuperscript{61}

The contribution that all of this work has made to efforts to decolonise IR cannot be overstated. However, even in the most thoughtful and in-depth engagements with ‘coloniality’, the tendency to take it as a unitary ‘catch-all’ concept persists. This ‘catch-all’ concept (implicitly) continues to reinforce the spatial and temporal binarities that I have analysed in the previous section. Quoting Randolph Persaud, Georgis and Geurges e.g. point out that ‘in contradistinction to consensus, the West – that is, Euro-America, has engaged in persistent, sometimes savage, but always debilitating violence, including full-scale wars, against the Third World.’\textsuperscript{62} Drawing on Arturo Escobar and Ramón Grosfoguel, Dunford emphasises that relations of domination that have been formed in colonial times and, indeed, ‘have persisted after formal colonial rule’ now work ‘through development, loan conditionalities or democracy promotion.’\textsuperscript{63} This list of features almost exclusively applies to the policies imposed on states and societies in the Global South. Last, Michael Merlingen continues to use generic terms such as ‘Global North governments’ and ‘Global North actors’ to describe how coloniality works in the ‘global war on disinformation’.\textsuperscript{64}

It might seem unfair to pick on the use of singular words and terms – after all, the Global North/South terminology as a short-hand is very common (including the way I myself use it in this article!) and most scholars are aware of the problems of using it in this way. In her review of books that engage with the question how to decolonise IR (some of them drawing on decolonial thought), Melody Fonseca argues
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that ‘Global North’ and ‘Global South’ are ‘complicated categories’ that should ‘serve as tools to explain positionalities within power relations’ rather than becoming ‘reified, essentialised or generalised’. Most scholars would agree with this. Moreover, as already pointed out in a previous section, there remains to be an important distinction between the states of the ‘North’ and the ‘South’, even if they are settler states (such as the difference between the US and Latin American settler states). But the problem is that when it comes to actual empirical sites and examples, specifically settler colonial practices and Indigenous struggles taking place in ‘the North’ itself are rarely mentioned (see Choi and Eschle for an important exception). This reinforces (even if implicitly) the sense that the violence of coloniality is either exercised against ‘the South’ as a concrete geographical site, or against those in ‘the North’ with a from-the-Global-South migrant background.

The same binaries appear when sites of decolonial struggle and decolonial knowledge production are invoked. Cristina Rojas, for example, argues for the need ‘to “take seriously the epistemic force of local histories” that “include experiences of decolonization”, mentioning as examples “the Tupac Amaru rebellion, the Haitian revolution, and the 1960s anti-colonial movements”’. Siphamandla Zondi points out how ‘IR as a discipline is dominated and controlled by men from Western Europe and other parts of the European diaspora, mainly North America and Oceania, commonly known as the global North’, while resisting ‘[v]oices’ are ‘arising from Latin American revolutionary and radical thought, Asian subaltern thought, and African epistemic rebellions’. For some (even though often those who do not directly situate themselves in decolonial thought), Global South resistance is even coming from postcolonial states and needs to be valued as such. Mustapha Kamal Pasha, for example, who invokes the concept of coloniality in his valid critique of Dipesh Chakrabarty’s recent turn to the need for a new universalism in the face of the planetary condition of climate change, argues for the value of the postcolonial ‘political project of difference’, in which ‘postcolonial sovereignty’ as the ‘self-affirming desire for autonomous political existence and its attendant claims for recognition and redistribution’ needs re-emphasis (it is quite clear from the article overall that Pasha is invoking more traditional calls for sovereignty here, i.e. those that have become key claims of Global South postcolonial states). Similarly, Merlingen argues that ‘postcolonial sovereigns and...contender states challenge[...] the colonial matrix of power embedded in the liberal international order’. Even though Merlingen poses this as a challenge to

66 For Choi and Eschle it is clear that ‘peoples still struggling for self-determination and self-governance – such as the Indigenous communities in the occupied territories of Hawai’i, Guam/Guahan and the Marshall Island; First Nations and Aboriginal peoples...experience nuclear impacts today differently from those in in postcolonial states and their diaspora who achieved political independence through the decolonization that started in the middle of the twentieth century.’ (“Global Nuclear Politics”, 1135). However, even in this more nuanced and in-depth engagement that wants to foreground complexity, the question is whether coloniality is the right ‘catch-all’ concept to describe it.
68 Siphamandla Zondi, “Decolonising International Relations and Its Theory: A Critical Conceptual Meditation”, Politikon 45, no. 1 (2018):20, 29 (emphasis added). Obviously I do not expect every article to mention Indigenous people(s) in settler states. However, what is noticeable is that they are hardly ever mentioned as sites for the production of decolonial thought and practice.
decolonial thought, which is generally more state-critical and focuses on the potential of grassroot movements, what I want to point out here is the extent to which it leaves the North/South binary intact – whether this binary is state-centric or not.

When Indigenous thinkers, writers and activists from ‘the North’ are engaged, it often happens in a decontextualised manner. Rojas, for example, cites Coulthard and the Dene Nation in Canada as an example for a nation that understands ‘land in relational terms’.

This statement is then followed by a reference to Escobar and his emphasis on the need for a ‘relational ontology’. In the words of Tucker, there is a danger that the contexts and practices the cited thinkers are wedded to ‘are not given space in their own right, but are mobilized in support of discipline-focused arguments, such as the need to pay greater attention to ontological politics in decolonial IR.’

This tendency to not take writers and activists on their own terms and analyse their work as emerging from particular places, but to mobilise them for the purpose of validating a framework, is already present in Mignolo’s work. For example, in Local Histories/Global Designs Mignolo draws on the thought of Vine Deloria Jr., and he does this again in 2002, when he compares the thought of Deloria Jr. to the thought of decolonial philosopher Enrique Dussel and argues that they both come to similar conclusions. However, the work of Deloria Jr. is displaced and (curiously enough for an author who rejects universalism) not analysed as emerging from a very concrete and particular (settler) colonial context and history. Vine Deloria Jr. was a central figure in the US Red Power militant movements in the 1960s and 1970s and was at the forefront of thinking in practical terms about how to achieve sovereignty for Native American tribes. Instead of considering this context, Mignolo invokes Deloria as a generic Indigenous thinker who is able to make sense of the ‘colonial difference’. To paraphrase Byrd, Deloria’s ‘wisdom’ is mobilised for decolonial analysis and vision, but without this analysis and vision becoming ‘accountable to and actionable for ending the colonization of…American Indian peoples’, as none of the concrete demands that Deloria makes for ending this colonisation are mentioned. Something similar can be said for the way Coulthard is used in Roja’s article. The central purpose of Coulthard’s book is to argue against the politics of recognition in settler colonial states such as Canada, and the need for an analysis of the dispossession of Indigenous lands as central feature of settler colonialism. All of this is in danger of becoming invisible in generic decolonial IR work.

The problem of mobilising specific Indigenous experiences in order to validate what is argued to be a decolonial framework can also be detected in the otherwise excellent early work of Lucy Taylor – whose more recent work I have already extensively and favourably cited with regard to settler colonial approaches coming from Latin American studies. Taylor’s early work is a rare example of IR decolonial research that explicitly invokes the history and ongoing nature of the US as settler state, as well as the significance of Indigenous resistance in what is now known as North America. One of her central
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arguments is that there is a need ‘to disturb US global hegemony from the inside out by questioning the idea of “America” as a unified, unproblematic, and settled settler society.’ Taylor defines ongoing Native American presence and resistance in what is today North America as central to coloniality and the decolonial challenge: ‘Native Americans have never ceased to resist [the] onslaught and to express the agonies of the colonial wound and the fresh imaginaries of the colonial difference.’ However, the problem is yet again that Native American struggle and demands are not taken on their own terms, in their own (specific) context, but are transformed into generic experiences of the colonial difference and struggles against coloniality. Moreover, the article yet again invokes the differentiation between ‘colonialism’ and ‘coloniality’. Taylor maintains that the struggle of the Native American ‘assumes that relationships of coloniality are not confined to the official “colonial period” but are operating to generate and re-create hierarchies of knowledge and practices of domination.’

Last, Taylor uses the concept of the ‘domestic’ to define coloniality in the US: settler colonialism, she maintains, is ‘domestic’ coloniality, confronting ‘the Native American other’. The other side of the coin is ‘international’ coloniality and the Latin American other. But who defines what is (and was) ‘inside’ and what ‘outside’, or ‘international’? As already mentioned in the previous section, Byrd argues that normalising distinctions between the ‘internal’ (the ‘domestic’) and the ‘external’ is a central past and ongoing US settler strategy.

4. The transit of settler imperialism: Towards conceptual alternatives

In her book *The Transit of Empire*, Jodi Byrd challenges understandings of colonialism that rely on the sort of binaries that I have analysed in previous sections of this article. With the help of the concept of transit, Byrd brings into view not only the significance of the identity of the US as an ongoing settler state, but also the need to challenge established (including, in my argument, decolonial) understandings of US imperialism. The concept of transit not only allows for an understanding of US imperialism that is, and has been, in constant movement (which Byrd calls *settler imperialism*), and challenges notions of what is internal (domestic) and what external, but it also opens up a notion of colonial oppression(s) as radically relational.

Although Byrd comes to her topic from a US Native American perspective, I will argue that her point about the (US) settler imperative of the continuous transit of Indigenous lives applies more widely, including in Latin America; particularly if brought together with two additional dimensions taken from Latin American settler colonial literature: the role of (global) capitalism in the imperial transit of Indigenous lives, and the acknowledging of the significance of context when thinking about the ‘fluid and systemic interrelationships’ of diverse oppressed groups. An analysis of both of these dimensions...
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takes us beyond an outlook that starts from the internal dynamics of one settler state (the US) to then expand outwards, and allows instead for an investigation that understands settler imperialism as an interconnected, global phenomenon from the start.

4.1 Beyond inside/outside: Sites of settler imperial transit

For Byrd, the concept of transit challenges the idea that US imperialism only emerges when the US starts to acquire territory outside of its domestic arena. As Byrd demonstrates, most historians usually date the start of US imperialism back to the 1898 Spanish-American War and the US take-over of the Philippines, Puerto Rico, Cuba, and Guam; or, alternatively, the 1846 American-Mexican War. Moreover, and particularly relevant for IR, the end of the Cold War and even more so the events of 9/11 and the War on Terror have led scholars to define contemporary imperialism as a ‘predominantly postmodern phenomenon’, captured through concepts such as bio- and necropolitics. In all of these accounts, the ‘regrettable colonization and genocide of American Indians is a truth almost universally acknowledged…and simultaneously effaced and deferred’; a ‘domestic’ phenomenon not considered relevant for analyses of US imperialism.

By contrast, for Byrd, the colonisation and genocide of Indigenous/Native American peoples in what is now the US needs to be understood as central to the way in which ‘U.S. empire orients and replicates itself’. ‘[T]he Indian’ is the ‘ontological ground through which U.S. settler colonialism enacts itself as settler imperialism’. US ‘pioneer logics’ led to ‘the Indian’ having had ‘to vanish’ (lamentably, but inevitably so), and these pioneer logics (still) motivate US imperialism, constantly ‘transforming those to be colonized into “Indians”…whether in the Pacific, the Caribbean, or the Middle East.’ ‘[T]he Indian is the original enemy combatant who cannot be grieved’; and has thereby become a site of transit for every imperial move, both ‘inside’ and ‘abroad’. Every overruling of Indigenous/Native American consent to a pipeline, every war, every territorial acquisition is ‘manifest destiny’ reloaded.

The concept of transit can be connected to Veracini’s outline of settler colonialism as the desire for constant transformation and regeneration: settler societies distance themselves from both their European origins and the Indigenous other, by constantly attempting to become Indigenous themselves and, in Byrd’s words, ‘transiting the Indian’ in order to do so. ‘Manifest destiny’ is always about ‘a society “to come”’, characterised by the promise rather than practice of a truly “settled” lifestyle. Wishing for constant transformation and regeneration of the ‘society to come’, the ambivalence that goes along with this desire, and the way this continues to manifest itself in the ongoing transit of actual Indigenous life, are decisive features of what Byrd defines as US settler imperialism. It is these features
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that the concept of coloniality, which enshrines the US as a unified, hegemonic ‘Global North’ entity dominating outwards, does not capture.

Transiting Indigenous lives through the parallel moves of distancing and identification can also be observed in Latin American settler colonial contexts, and how they connect to wider imperialist processes. However, rather than transiting Indigeneity on the basis of discursive elimination, ‘Indianness’ became, discursively, an essential ingredient of the building of Latin American postcolonial nation-states. Celebrating the ‘racial mix[ing] of Indian and Spaniard’ – *mestizaje* – became a way of acknowledging the actually-existing diversity of Latin American postcolonial societies while at the same time rendering actual Indigenous peoples ‘a part of the...historic past.’ In other words, if everyone is a ‘little bit Indian’, then distinct Indigenous presence becomes invisible. While the US ‘pioneer logics’ transforms every ‘combatant’ into the (ungrievable) ‘Indian’ (internally and externally), Latin American settler states transit Indigenous lives through explicit, discursive incorporation into their (state) identities, enshrining their legitimacy as states and obfuscating their ongoing internal oppression at the same time.

Moreover, a Latin American perspective allows us to see that settler imperial relations are more complex than described by Byrd. It works through the relations of different settler groups with each other. After independence, Latin American settlers became positioned ‘under the influence of British and French imperial interests, rather than the Spanish or Portuguese’ ones, and acted accordingly. In Argentina, for example, ‘Anglophone settler colonies and the British Empire’ became the ‘badge of geopolitical powerfulness’, to be identified with ‘in order to claim higher status for the nation, both within Latin America and on the world stage.’ ‘Emulating Anglophone modes of interaction with “subordinate races”’, through whitening Argentinian society (albeit through discursive strategies of *mestizaje*), became ‘a way of masking national subordination to Britain.’ What this shows is that although there are indeed broader relations of superiority/subordination between the American ‘North’ and the ‘South’, a settler colonial perspective sheds light on the aligning and common interest of different groups within these states – not just economically (which is the more commonly held assumption), but grounded in settler colonial history, strategies, and relations.

### 4.2 Capitalism and the state

Capitalism plays a significance role in processes of land dispossession in North and Latin America. As already pointed out, settler colonialism is focused on access to land and its resources. Critically engaging with Marx, Coulthard argues that what the former called the phase of ‘primitive accumulation’ – capturing the transition from feudal to capitalist social relations, through ‘violent dispossession’ – did not just provide the (past) ‘stage for the emergence of capitalist accumulation’, but constitutes an ongoing colonial practice. This regime of ‘colonial rule’ needs to be analysed ‘on its own terms and in
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its own right’, as one that is ‘entangled’ with capitalism, but not just the latter’s instrument or foundation. But this (correct) insistence harbours the danger of over-emphasising settler colonial rule as a project of the state. This is related to the context Coulthard finds himself in: In Canada ‘colonial domination continues to be structurally committed to maintain...ongoing state access to...land and resources’, through ‘force, fraud, and more recently, so-called “negotiations”’; enabling ‘colonial state-formation, settlement, and capitalist development.’

By comparison, capitalism had a different role in processes of Indigenous dispossession in the settler states of Latin America. Taylor mentions the example of the Argentinian Toba people, who were forced to work in the sugar cane fields and mills in the Chaco region in the late 19th century. As their work was seasonal, they were sent back to their own lands for parts of the year, so they would not have to be sustained during ‘unproductive’ times. As Taylor points out, ‘[w]hile their sovereignty was eliminated (they became subjects of the Argentine state) they remained on their land and lived autonomous as Toba for six months of the year.’ Processes of Indigenous elimination were driven by ‘capitalist enterprise’ rather than ‘the settler state’, and this led to labour exploitation and land dispossession being intertwined. But because settler colonial theory is dominated by research and activism in the Anglo-settler states, the role that capitalism played (and plays) in settler colonialism sometimes remains ‘strangely under-theorized’.

Capitalism is important for understanding settler imperialism. The ‘settler colonial imperative of dispossession/extraction’ of land has decisively shaped global capitalist expansion, and continues to be a crucial imperial strategy today. Settler colonialism continues to be ‘a structuring force that in coproduction with the transatlantic slave trade, indentured labour, and other forms of racial ordering enables particular racial logics and forms of exclusion integral to global capital and empire.’

4.3 Race, colonialism, and Indigeneity: Towards decolonising in relation

For Byrd (as for many other Indigenous and settler colonial writers), an adequate understanding of settler colonialism and its significance for US imperial transit needs to recognise that settler colonisation is a distinct form of domination – intertwined with but not identical to racialised oppression. Byrd emphasises that ‘[r]acialization and colonization have worked simultaneously to other and abject entire peoples’. But crucially, under conditions of settler colonialism, they are not identical: struggles for racial justice are generally situated at the inclusion/exclusion axis, seeking recognition and equality for racialised minorities. If Indigenous people are simply incorporated into those struggles, as ‘ethnic minorities’, the ‘colonial injury’ is in danger of being further inscribed. Because in those struggles, the
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state, qua definition, has become ‘a legitimate framework within which Indigenous peoples might be more justly included’; its sovereignty over its territory and the peoples within not being contested.\footnote{Coulthard, \emph{Red Skin}, 36.}

This argument has become challenged over the last few years by writers and activists working from within radical Black traditions. First, they critique the reduction of anti-racism to ‘the theme of liberal multiculturalism’, as it marginalises radical approaches aiming for black internationalism, anti-colonialism and abolition.\footnote{Justin Leroy, “Black History in Occupied Territory: On the Entanglements of Slavery and Settler Colonialism”, \emph{Theory & Event} 19, no. 4, accessed January 17, 2022, available at https://muse.jhu.edu/article/633276/summary.} Secondly, despite not wanting to hierarchise the different struggles against oppression, the problem is that Byrd still defines ‘the Indian’ as the (by implication exclusive) ‘ontological ground’ for ongoing US colonialism/imperialism.\footnote{Byrd, \emph{Transit}, xix.} This results from the author working from within an (implicit) temporal and spatial framework that takes the internal constitution of the US as a settler state as ‘ground zero’. Paradoxically, despite her previously-mentioned critique of the domestic/international divide in definitions of US imperialism, she herself moves from what she assumes to be the ‘inside’ of the US as a settler state (with the logic of elimination and Indigenous dispossession as foundational) to the ‘outside’ of its (settler) imperialism. This ignores what has led to the self-constitution of the ‘settler’ and his understanding of ‘land’ as accumulable and possessable in the first place.

Drawing on the work of Sylvia Wynter and Hortense Spillers, Tiffany Lethabo King as well as Tapji Garba and Sara-Maria Sorentino argue that in order to understand this, we need to turn our attention to what happened before 1492, which is assumed to be the inaugural moment for the ‘New World’ for both decolonial thought and much of settler colonial theory.\footnote{Ibid., 355.} In the early 1440s, the Portuguese landed on the shores of West Africa, which led to the introduction of Black Africans ‘to the European market of servitude’.\footnote{Taylor, “Foundations”, 354.} This allowed for white Man to self-actualize himself as ‘human’ (through dehumanising Black/native life) and as ‘conqueror’, which laid the foundation for the post-1492 New World, including the centrality of notions such as possessable territory, enslavement, and (native) genocide.\footnote{Ibid., 355.}

A Latin American settler colonial perspective allows for further tracing of the complexities of the relationship between racialisation, enslavement, conquest, and Indigenous dispossession. Not only were both Indigenous and Black people enslaved in Latin America, but slavery itself was diverse: plantation slavery took place in Brazil and Venezuela, but was different elsewhere.\footnote{Ibid., 355.} In Argentina in 1800, ‘African slaves were not employed in plantations but were owned in ones and twos by the lower-to-middling classes...working outside the home’. Here they came in contact with other ‘impoverished people who were not slaves, yet who were...also oppressed by capitalist modernity’ (including Indigenous people). ‘Intimate, affective relationships...developed between the black, indigenous and poor “white” people, generating mestizo families at the bottom of the social pile.’\footnote{Ibid., 355.} In Brazil, meanwhile, the ongoing
existence of the *quilombos* – Black communities strongly linked to ancestral lands and grounded in their own cosmologies – makes clear that land repatriation as a central strategy of decolonisation, and Black liberation, are not necessarily ‘poles apart’ in all settler contexts – there is a danger in taking the ‘North American experience as paradigmatic’.  

What are the consequences for decolonisation and liberation in the context of settler imperialism? As Tiffany King’s work points out for the North American context, while calls for liberating Black lives might be at odds with calls for Indigenous sovereignty if the latter is following a Westphalian notion, this is not necessarily the case with the relational notions of sovereignty that are inherent in most Indigenous understandings. IR scholar Hayden King, from within Anishinaabe intelligence,\(^{113}\) takes the nation to be ‘fluid and radically autonomous’ at the same time.\(^{114}\) Drawing on Leanne Betasamosake Simpson (who again draws on Basil Johnson), he also uses the image of the nation as ‘an interconnected web of hearts’, where communities form and act (and dissolve) from within ‘radiating circles’: sometimes as ‘a small grouping of families, usually in times of abundance and peace, and at other times expansive confederacies’.\(^{115}\) This can be related to Mishuana R. Goeman’s understanding of land, which Tiffany Lethabo King uses: like Hayden King, Goeman makes clear that Indigenous sovereignty is always grounded in ‘land’, but this ‘land’ is a ‘meaning-making process rather than a “claimed object”’.\(^{116}\) If sovereignty is understood as a ‘process’, then it can be connected to the processes of homemaking that King identifies as emerging out of the ‘exilic relationship’ that is particularly significant for Black people.\(^{117}\) Last, it also brings us back to Byrd’s use of the concept of transit – though this time as a strategy of liberation rather than oppression. Because as Byrd also emphasises, those who are put ‘in transit’ are ‘in the active presence of a world of relational movements and countermovements. To be in transit is to exist relationally, multiply.’\(^{118}\)

Moreover, from a Latin American perspective, Black life is not necessarily grounded in an inability to lay claim to anything, as Garba and Sorentino suggest, pointing at the implications of chattel slavery.\(^{119}\) Rather, as the example of the Brazilian *quilombos* shows, they can, in specific contexts, be linked to lands and related identities in the same way as Indigenous communities. Moreover, *mestizaje*, and the way it has created natural affinities between poor, Indigenous and Black folks, could be a way towards liberation: to resurge, (re-)connect, invent and renew.\(^{120}\) Hayden uses the term ‘siblings’ to talk about the relationships between different Anishinaabeg nations – and maybe this term can be useful for understanding relationships between oppressed people(s) more generally. Siblings have a ‘desire for
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unity, when required’, but are also inherently autonomous from each other. Siblings are normally ‘born and raised together’ before going their independent ways, which seems to resonate more with Indigenous notions of inherent peoplehood (through a shared territory, language, culture, legal order, etc.). But, I maintain, siblings can also be adopted, fostered, joining each other at later points in their lives in ‘patchwork’ families. In the context of settler imperialism, what brings siblings together might be the subjection to similar processes of dispossession, elimination, exploitation. The resulting relationship might be close to what Tiffany King attempts to describe with the metaphor of the ‘interweaving of textiles’: ‘While each form of violence and the Native and Black responses to [specific though interrelated violences] have irreducible stress points and textures, they can never be bracketed off or sequestered from one another in North, South, or Central America or the Caribbean.’ What matters is a tracing and an understanding of how these textiles are woven together, and for what reasons, in order to move towards decolonisation/liberation relationally.

5. Conclusion: Decolonising IR

In this article I provided a detailed analysis of the seminal Latin American decolonial texts in which the concept of coloniality was developed. I have critically interrogated the ever-increasing use of the concept in a ‘catch-all’ manner to describe ongoing global colonial violence in IR, and have argued that the inherent spatial and temporal binaries in which the concept is grounded renders certain colonial violences invisible, or is even in danger of reinforcing them. The particular focus of this article were the violences of settler colonial states and their global dimensions. I have also explored the potential of conceptual alternatives that, to my mind, are better equipped to see and understand these violences. I have engaged with Jodi Byrd’s concepts of transit and settler imperialism, complemented with perspectives from Latin American settler colonial scholarship and from radical Black thought, for that purpose.

In sum, what the concepts of transit and settler imperialism allow us to see is, first, how the settler colonial imperative of dispossession and extraction of resources and labour from/of land have shaped global colonial-capitalist expansion, and how this is still crucial imperial strategy today. And secondly (and relatedly), how settler colonial strategies of Indigenous (and Black) elimination, which Byrd captures with the concept of transit, continue to shape imperial strategies that criss-cross the borders of states, questioning the distinction of what is ‘domestic’ and what ‘external’. In the last section prior to this conclusion, I have indicated what steps could be taken to move towards decolonisation/liberation in a context of settler imperialism: to focus on and support Indigenous strives for sovereignty and (relatedly) a reclaiming of land without falling prey to the dominant Westphalian notion. The latter relies on fixed boundaries that necessarily entail exclusion: territory belonging to one group cannot belong to another. Instead, I have drawn upon Indigenous and radical Black scholarship that describes sovereignty
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as an ‘interconnected web of hearts’ in which boundaries are fluid and relational, allowing for connections and relations between different oppressed people(s), being situated in different contexts and different political struggles, while still being connected and shaped through settler imperial oppression: a relationship that I attempted to describe with Hayden King’s metaphor of ‘siblings’. Importantly, coming back to my original critique of the concept of coloniality, this understanding of sovereignty and relationality takes us beyond (spatial or temporal) binaries, or at least allows us to situate the latter in wider relations and movements of transit, which, as I have also indicated in the last section on the basis of Byrd, can also, as a strategy of relational movement, lead to liberation.

What are the consequences for decolonising IR? Concepts such as sovereignty, territory, the state, etc., are foundational to our discipline, which is why Hayden King, as IR scholar, is keen to use his own (Anishinaabe) intelligence to invite us to rethink them. Reconfiguring these terms in non-Westphalian ways is pointing us towards significant strategies of decolonisation that are still not at the forefront of IR debate, but need to be foregrounded if we want to tackle settler imperialism. It would allow for new interventions into important existing debates in post- and decolonial IR scholarship, such as the one about the question whether the climate emergency requires new universal planetary consciousness, or ongoing insistence on ‘postcolonial difference’ (going along with the hard-won right for self-determination of postcolonial states). An understanding of settler imperialism, and related Indigenous claims to sovereignty (which are often made against postcolonial states themselves), allows us to formulate standpoints that neither advocate for universal human consciousness and agency (like Dipesh Chakrabarty does), nor for traditional national notions of postcolonial self-determination.

Moreover, Indigenous IR/Political Science scholarship is often determined by Indigenous activism and claims in ‘the North’; focused on fundamentally challenging the legitimacy of the sovereignty of settler states. By contrast, in much Latin American Indigenous activism, the state as such is not necessarily the target: the question is whether it can be transformed. This has to do with a history in which settler colonialism has often been driven by capitalist enterprise rather than (primarily) the settler state. As Devine Guzman points out, the question is whether the link between the state and colonial capitalism can be broken, and whether the state can become ‘a critical purveyor of heterogeneity’ rather than ‘the primary vehicle for the capitalist axiomatic’. But as I have pointed out in this article, drawing on Speed, this approach also has limitations, as it disregards how the structures of the state might be irredeemably colonial. Is there maybe a strategy of decolonisation in between – one that refuses and seeks to transform at the same time? This question relates to the previously-mentioned debate in IR about the need for ‘colonial difference’, and what this should concretely entail for the role of the state in processes of decolonisation.

After having successfully shed light on how ‘coloniality’ continues to be at play in the domination of the colonised ‘other’ today, it might now be time for critical IR to move away from the use of coloniality as a ‘catch-all’ concept, to see its inherent problems, and to explore the value of different concepts that
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enable us to see global colonial processes in more complex ways; including our thoughts on and strategies of decolonisation.